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The structure of pointed coalgebras over a field ic has been studied in 
!I, 2,4,6,8] and has been examined extensively in relation to the incidence 
coalgebra of a locally finite partially ordered set in [4j. A basic technique in 
the study of a pointed coalgebra C over k is computation with an orthogonal 
family of idempotents Z = {e,} of C*, indexed by the set of grouplike 
elements G(C) of C, such that C, e, = E and e, 2 C, = k . x (=C, L- ex) for 
x E G(C). (If C is any coalgebra over a field k and d E C* is an orthogonai 
family of idempotents, then Ceeg e is meaningful since only finitely many of 
the @(c)‘s are not 0 for a given c E C.) For this reason the pairing (C, 8) 
seems to be a natural object of study. Thus, we are led to consider the 
category (PII a), whose objects are pairs (C, Z’j, referred to as pairings, 
where C and S are as described above, and whose morphisms (C, W) --+ 
(C’, a’) are coalgebra maps F: C -+ C’ such that F(e, - C - e,) E e,,,,! - 
C’ -- eFtx) for X, 4’ E G(C). Let (C, a) be an object of (:/’ 3 jk. and set 
C(Z) = n, ker e,, and “c = c - eX, c” = eY - c, and “c’ == (“cjY = (“c))’ for 
2 E C and x,y E G(C). Then C(Z) = @,., (“C”‘)’ and is a coideal of C such 
that C = C, 0 C(8). The family d can be recovered from the induced 
coalgebra projection C --f C,, and (K$ga>, may be viewed in intrinsic terms: 
the correspondences (C, 8’) t-+ (C, C(Z)) and F I--, F describe an. 
isomorphism of (‘ZP Z)k and the category (‘gP3).& whose objects are pairs 
(C, I), where C is a pointed coalgebra over k and 1~ C is a coideai of C 
such that C = C, @I I, and whose morphisms (C, I) -+ (C’: Ii) are coalgebra 
maps J C -+ C! such that f(1) c I’. 
Observe that C(K) = @,,,(“CY)t is a G(C) x G(C)-graded vector space 
in a natural way. Let (3V”)k denote the category whose objects are pairs 
(G, V), where G is a non-void set and V is a G x G-graded vector space over 
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k? and whose morphisms (G, v) -+ (G’, V’) are pairs (,L,f), wherei: G + G’ 
is a function and f: V + V’ is a linear map satisfyingf(XVY) c fc Vi@) for 
X, y E G. The functor (qpZa), -+ (:v”t’-), described by (C, 8) t-+ (G(C), C(Z)) 
and F b (FIG(C) 7 FI,,,,) has a right adjoint. We call the coalgebra associated 
with (G, V) the cofreepointed coalgebra on (G, v) and denote it by C(G, V). 
It is not hard to see that C(G, V) - T”krc,(V,) is the tensor coalgebra of the 
k[G]-bicomodule V, where k[G] is the grouplike coalgebra of G (the vector 
space on G where dg = g@g for g E G) and q(u) =x@ t’ and w,(v) = 
v@yfor vExVy. 
In Section 2 we give the explicit construction of C(G, V) and study some 
of its properties. If G has one element, then C(G, V) = C(V) is the cofree 
pointed irreducible coalgebra on the space V. Recall that if C is pointed 
irreducible there exists a coalgebra embedding F: C -+ C(V), where V = P(C) 
is the space of primitives of C, such that F(C,) = C(V), 17, 
Proposition 12.1.11. More generally, for an object (C, 8’) of (.ZpQk there 
exists a coalgebra embedding F: C-+ C(G(C)> V), where V= @,,,(“CT)’ . 
such that F(C,) = C(G(C), V), . For c E (“Cy)+ it follows by 16, lJ(b)j that 
dc = x @ c + c 0 y, so V is spanned by nearly primitives. This embedding 
together with the explicit comultiplication of C(G, V) provides useful insight 
into the structure of a pointed coalgebra generally. 
The notion of pairing (C, 8) and the notations Xc and c’ can be extended 
to any coalgebra C over k by letting x, JJ run over the simple subcoalgebras 
of C and making the modifications e, 1 C, = x (=C, - e,) for all x. There 
always exist pairings for any coalgebra C by Section 1 of 161. It is not hard 
to see that dim XCy, dim “Cz, and dim(“Ci+ ,/sC;Yn) for rr > 0 do not depend 
on the choice of Z. We will say that C is of %“8-Jinite type if “C” is finite 
dimensional for all X, y. In Section 3 we show that a coalgebra C of %YB- 
finite type is reflexive (meaning the cotinite ideals of C* are closed in the 
weak-*topology) if and only if the coradical C, is reflexive. This generalizes 
a result of Marlowe [4] and gives a more general proof of his theorem that 
the incidence coilgebra C(P, < ) of a locally finite partially ordered set 
(P, <) is reflexive if and only if C(P, <), is reflexive. Reflexivity may be 
viewed another way. Let C be a coalgebra over k. Then C is reflexive if and 
only if for any coalgebra D over k every algebra map J C* + D* is 
continuous, i.e., f = $* for some linear 6: D --f C (necessarily a coalgebra 
map). In particular, if C is a reflexive incidence coalgebra, then a map of 
incidence algebras C* --f D* is induced by a map of incidence coalgebras. 
In Section 4 we use the cofree pointed coalgebra to study the relationship 
between reflexivity of a coalgebra C and reflexivity of the terms C, of the 
coradical filtration. 
We will follow the notation and conventions of 17 1. All vector spaces will 
be over a field k, 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (C, A, E) be a coalgebra over a field k. For c*, d” E (7” define linear 
endomorphisms L,, and R,& of C by L,,(c) = c* - c and Rd.(c) = c - d* 
for c E C. From 16, p. 2851 we have the following formulae: 
A o L,. = (I@ L,.) o A and A o R,. = (R,. 3 T) o A, (1.1) 
A o L,, o R,, = (Rd> @ L,.) o A. (1.2) 
Let & c C* be any orthogonal family of idempotents such that 
Ccc,+- e = E. Then 
(1.3) 
Now let (C, 8) be a pairing. Then for c E C and simple subcoalgebras x 




Let A,, be defined inductively by A, = A and A,, = (A, , @ I) o A for n > 1. 
An immediate generalization of (1.6) is 
for c E C and simple subcoalgebras x0, x, : where n > 1. 
The two preceding formulae suggest hat the spaces xC’ play an important 
role in diagonalization. The reader is referred to [4] where the pointed case 
is treated from a slightly different viewpoint. The reader shouid compare 
(1.7) with the description of C(G, V) in Section 2. 
The first two lemmas will establish the isomorphism of (y,& and 
(Y;.r), as indicated in the Introduction. 
LEMMA 1. Let (C, 8’) be an object of (gPZ)k. 
(a) e,(Y) = 6,, and e,(C(E)) = (0)for x, y E G(C). 
(b) C(W) is a coideal of C and C = C, @ C(Z); thus (C, C(K)) is ar! 
object of (:ZP ..Y j, . 
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cc> c(a) = o,,, WY) + 3 and “C(8) E C(E) 2 C(Qyfor x, y E G(C). 
(d) Let x8 : C -+ C/C(8) = C, be the projection and wr,, = (x8 0 I) o A 
(resp. ~()r,~ = (I @ zq) o A) be the left (resp. right) C,-comodule structure on 
C induced by pushout. Then cog,, and wg9, give C a bicomodule structure and 
“C = LL);-,~(x @ C) and C’ = wi,(C @ y) for x, y E G(C). In particular 
c E “C (resp. c E C’) if and only if AC-X @ c E C(Z) @ C (resp. 
AC-c@yE C@C(Z)). 
(e) C(Z) is a subbicomodule of C. 
Proof (a) is straightforward. 
(b) and (c): Let B c C* be the span of B and E. Then B2 c B so 
C(e) = B- is a coideal by [7, Proposition 1.4.6(b)]. Therefore “C(Z) c 
C(Z) 2 C(8)Y. By (a), C, + C(8) is direct. Observing that e, E 0 on “12 and 
C’ when x # y, and thus e, = E on “C and C”, we deduce that “CY s C(Z) 
whenever x # y and that (xCx)+ s C(Z) for all x. Since “C” = k . x @ 
(xCx)+, we have the equations C = ax,>, xCY = C, @ (@x,Y(xCs)‘), and the 
rest of (b) and (c) now follows. 
(d): That C is a C,-bicomodule is clear. Observe that c E wi.:(x &J C) 
if and only if w,,,(c) =x@ c if and only if AC-X@ c E C(E) @ C, the 
latter statement following by definition of w?,,. From this it follows that 
w,~(x @ C) c “C. Conversely, by (b) and (c) +(“C) E k . x, so by (1.4) we 
have that “C c w,:(x @ C). This proves that “C = w,,:(x 0 C). The 
remainder of (d) is proved in a similar manner. 
(e) follows by definition and (b). QED. 
LEMMA 2. Let (C, I) be an object of (@iZQ. 
(a) For x E G(C) define e, E C* by e,(y) = S,, for y E G(C) and 
e,(I) = (0). Zf Zt = (e,), then (C, 3”) is an object of (gpK)k and C(Z[) = 1. 
(b) Assume (C’, I’) is also an object of (c&$7’), and F: C -+ C’ is a 
coalgebra map. Then the following are equiaalent: 
(i) F(1) CI I’; 
(ii) F(“Z’) c F(5)I’p(J’) for x, y E G(C); 
(iii) F(XCY) c “(x)C’F(y) for x, y E G(C). 
Proof (a) is left to the reader. 
(b) (i) z- (ii): Since “Iy = “I n I-“, this implication follows by 
assumption and part (d) of Lemma 1. 
(ii) * (iii) follows since “C’= xIy whenever x# y and “C” = 
k . x + xIx. 
(iii) * (i): Since E o F = E, this follows by (a) and part (c) of Lemma 1. 
Q.E.D. 
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From the preceeding lemmas we immediately derive: 
PR~P~~ITI~N 1. The categories (K~Qk and (Igp:7):, are isomorphic; cfa 
(C, 27) I---, (C, C(8)) and F I+ F. 
Wow let C be any coalgebra over k and suppose that (C, Y) is a pairing. 
The next lemma establishes that dim -‘CL’: dim “Ci, and dim(“C.i+. r/XCi) for 
n > 0 do not depend on the choice of 8’. 
LEMMA. 3. Let C be any coalgebra over a Jeld k, and suppose e, e’: j: 
f! E c* are idempotents such that e - C, = e’ - C, and C, L- .f - 
C, L- .f ‘. There exists a linear isomorphism e - C L--‘f 2 e’ -2 C - .f’ 
which restricts to an isomorphism e 2 C, -j-z e’ -L C, L j” for ali 
n > 0. 
ProoJ: e - C is an injective hull of e - C,? so since e - C, = e’ -A C, 
there exists an isomorphism of right C*-modules e - C v e’ --, C. Let 
J= Rad(C*) be the Jacobson radical of C*. Then it foliows by [2,2.1.5 i 
that c E C, if and only if c - .P- ’ = (0). Thus, e --A C, v e’ - C, for ali 
n > 0 under restriction, so the lemma is proved when .f’= f ‘. This argument 
applied tofgives the case e = e’, hence the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Let C be a coalgebra over k. For a subspace V c C we !et V-C C* be the 
subspace of functionals which vanish on K The V% are the subspaces of 
C” closed in the weak-*topology. For a subspace 1 c C” we let I- 5 C be 
the intersection of the kernels of the functionals in I.-i-= liA is the closure of 
I. We will use the following result in Section 4 to show that certain 
coalgebras are not reflexive. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be a reflexive coalgebra over a fieid k, and suppose 
t.hat .A is a cofinite ideal of C*. ‘Then ./Y2 is closed. 
Pro@ H + k . E is a closed cofinite subalgebra of C*, so ~ 7 = R; is a 
finite-dimensional coideal of C. As B E (C/7)* as algebras, and C/:7 is 
reflexive by 1.5: 2.111, we may assume B = C*. But then any subspace 
V z C” such that ..R” z V C-H is an ideal, so .A” is closed. cp.D. 
2. THE COFREE COALGEBRA ON (G,V) 
Let (G, v) be an object of (9Y’), and let S := (G) be the free semigroui: 
generated by G. For a =x,, . ... . x,,ES let luj=n and set V”==k.a Z 
lal=(), and ffa-(Ix(~ffx~@~“~~y~@... $J .‘,--1W ii 1 a / > 0. If n > i; we will 
use the notation t’, . . . . . U, = t’r @ . . . 0 c, E VU. By Section 1.4 of [ 3; one 
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can see that Pitt,(V) = 0, Vu as a vector space, where V is regarded as a 
k[G]-bicomodule by w,(n) =x@ t’ and w,(v) = u @JJ for v E “V”. 
Furthermore: 
2.1. (a)&(x)= 1 anddx=x@xforxEG. 
(b) ~(~)=Oanddv=x~tl+v~yforvE”V~. 
(c) E(U1 - **- . on)=0 and Au, . ***. t’,=xo@v, - *a*. u,+z!l * -** * 
t’,@x,+Cf:,-l’ (0,. . . . . oi)@(ui+, - . . . . v,,) for 0,. ... . v,E V”, where 
a=&). . . . .x,andn> 1. 
We set C(G, v) = Te,&V) and call C(G, V) the cofree pointed coalgebra 
on (G, V). The theorem in this section will justify the terminology. 
For n > 0, let C(G, V)(n) = @,,,=, V”. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (G, V) be an object of (3T”)k. If C = C(G, V), 
then: 
(a) AC(n) z Ciij=n C(i) @ C(j), and 
(b) C,=C(O)@... 0 C(n) holds for n > 0. 
ProojI (a) holds by definition. To show (b) observe that C/C(O)’ = m 
is naturally a strictly graded subcoalgebra of the cofree irreducible coalgebra 
C(V) on the space V. Let rc: C + m be the projection. Then ker TC E C,, so 
we apply ]2, 2.3.11 J to conclude that z(C,) = c(v), for n > 0. Since 
n(C(0) @ . - - @ C(n)) = mn also, we have (b). Q.E.D. 
The proposition implies that G(C(G, v)) = G and that the spaces “V” 
essentially account for the nearly primitives of C(G, V). 
Let 7 = @ n,U C(G, V)(n). Then ,;Y is a coideal of C(G, V) and clearly 
(C(G, V), -7’) is an object of <‘%,i;Y)k, which we denote by C(G, V) by abuse 
of notation. 
LEMMA 5. Let (G, V) be an object of (.YT”)k. 
(a) Ifn> 1 and~,.....v,EV~,thenforx,yEG: 
(i) x(ol . . . . . on) = cl . . . . . g,,, a=x. *.. 
= 0 otherwise, and, 
(ii) (ol . . . . . u,)~ = o1 . . . . . u,, a=... -Y 
= 0 otherwise. 
(b) X,7y = 0, Vu where aE S has the form a=x- em- my for 
x,yE G. 
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The proof of the above is left to the reader. The following theorem shows 
that the functor (WpZ), --, (.iv7)k described by (5F’, 8’) F--+ (G(C), C(a)) and 
F t--+ (Flcco, FICcKP)) has a right adjoint. Let z,: C(G, V) + V be the 
projection onto V= C(G, v>(l).’ By the preceding lemma we conclude that 
T-c~(~C(G, V)-l’) E “V for x, y E G. 
THEOREM (Universal Mapping Property of (C(G, V), n,)). Let (G, V) he 
un object of (..VT’), and (C, 8) be un object of (gpZ), . Suppose 
1: G(C)+ G is a function. lf f: C(Z)-+ V is a linear map satisfking the 
condition f ("C(Z)y) g f(*) Vfc4’) for all x, y E G(C), there exists a unique 
coalgebra map F: C-+ C(G, V) such that the diagram 
C(G, V> 
V 
commutes and F(TY) c W C(G, V)f’cy) for x, y E G(C). (For such an F 
satisfying the above f = zy o (Flccn,) satisfies the condition.) 
Proof: The parenthetical remark is clear. Recall that V can be regarded 
as a k]G]-bicomodule by o,(u) = x @ u and W,(D) T= z: @ y for L’ E Iy:‘. Note 
that 1 extends uniquely to a coalgebra map [c : Co -+ k[G], and extends 
J’ to a linear f, : C -+ V by defining f,(C,) = (Oj. Observe that C is a ic] G]- 
bicomodule by pushout along 
d 
e o rrl, and by hypothesis and L.emma l(d) 
we have that f, is a k] ]-bicomodule map. Now we apply 13, 
Proposition 1.4.21 to conclude there exists a unique coalgebra map 
F: C+ C(G, V) such that the diagrams 
R 
C(G, V) -- C C(G, Vj 
! 




k[G] * C, v 
.r,. 
-c 
commute, where 7rG is the projection onto k[G ] = C(G, V)(O). Observe that 
these diagrams commute if and only if F(x) = l(x) for all x E G(C), 
F(C(#)) z .3’, and x,, o (F],,,,) =J? Th us, the theorem now follows by 
Lemma 2(b). Q.E.D. 
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Any pointed irreducible coalgebra C can be embedded into the cofree 
pointed irreducible coalgebra C@‘(C)) of the space of primitives P(C) of C. 
More generally: 
COROLLARY 1. Let (C, Z’) be an object of (‘Z,Z),. Then there exists a 
coalgebra embedding F: C+ C(G(C), V) such that F(C,) = C(G(C), V), and 
F(XCY) c “C(G(C), V)y for all x,y E G(C), where V= a,,, (“Ci)‘. 
ProoJ Choose a linear projection f: C(Z) -+ V such thatJ(“C”) ’ ) & “V 
for x,y E G(C). Let F: C+ C(G(C), V) be the coalgebra map satisfying the 
conclusion of the theorem for /=IandJ:SinceC,=C,@V=C(G(C),V), 
by Lemma l(b, c), and Proposition 2(b), we conclude that FI,,:, C, * 
C(G(C): V), is the identity map. Since -FIcl is injective, by 12, 2.4.21, F is 
injective. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
By virtue of the corollary and the explicit description of C(G, V), one has 
a reasonably concrete realization of comultiplication in pointed coalgebras. 
Let (G, v) be an object of (.Vp’), and let S = (G) be the free semigroup 
generated by G. A subset T c S is said to be complete if (i) a E T implies 
V” # (0) and (ii) ab E T implies a, b E T. To every subset T c S we 
associate a complete set F, called the completion of T, which is the smallest 
subset of S containing T’ = {a E T: V” # (O)} which satisfies (ii). Let 
T,=(aET:~a~<n}foralln>O. 
For subspaces V, W of a coalgebra C recall that the wedge product VA W 
of V and W is defined by VA W=A-‘(V@C+C@ W). If D is a 
subalgebra of C, then Dtn’ is defined inductively by D”’ = D and 
Dtn) = D(n-l)A D for n > 1. D(O) C_ D’” G ---c u,“=, D’n) G Dtm) is a chain 
of subcoalgebras of C. By [2, 2.3.6 and 2.1.4b] it follows that (D:“‘), = Do; 
so in particular if D = k[%l is the span of a set of grouplikes (Yj E G(C), then 
Dtac) is pointed and G(Dcm)) = 8. By [2,2.1.5], C, = Cg”’ for IZ > 0. 
The operations of completion and generation in S = (G) have natural 
interpretations in C(G, V). Set C(4) = (0), and for a non-void subset Tg S 
let C(T) be the subcoalgebra generated by @ (IET V”. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose (G, V) is an object of (,.YY“)k and S = (G) is 
lhe free semigroup generated by G. 
(a) If Tc S is a subset, then C(T) = C(f) = @ ae~ V”. 
(b) (fi c G is a non-void subset and D = k[B]. Then DC’*) = ODEEn V’ 
for n > 0, where 6 = (65). (Thus Dcao) = C(@, B), and (D(m)) qJ is the 
cofree pointed coalgebra on m 3), where 9 = @ X,YEsXVy and 
%I = Jblc(6,zl).) 
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Proof: (a) is straightforward. 
(b) (C(@ g), %J) is the cofree pointed coalgebra on (8, ‘B), where 
C(B, 23) = c&& V”. By induction we see that C(b, 23)(n) E .Dln’ g C(G, Y), 
for n > 0 from which we conclude that C(@,, 8) ED”~’ and, using 
Proposition 2(b), it suffices to show that C(Q, In) = Dtir;‘. TO this end let 
f Dcxo’(i”) --t ‘3 extend r&(6.n3(23 and satisfy the condition of the theorem 
for f = 1. (C(@ 9) and Dcz‘) are regarded as objects of (%%fiZ), in the 
obvious way.) Let F: D(m) -+ C(B. 3) be the coalgebra map thereir, 
described. Since I;lco,,, = Ic(e.e) and by (1.4) and Proposition 2(b). 
D @ 9 = D”’ = (D’Z”-“),: F is injective, and this means C(O5, %?) = Dim’. 
Q.E.D. 
3. A CLASS OF REFLEXIVE COALGEBRAS 
L.et A be an algebra over k and suppose e E A is an idempotent. Then eAe 
is an algebra with unity e. In case A = C* the algebra eAe is the dua! of a 
coalgebra. 
LEMMA 6. Let C be a coaigebra over afield K, and suppose e E A := C”’ 
is an ide,mpotent. Let p: A -+ (e - C - e)* be the restriction map. 
(a) ker p I= Af+fA where f = c: - e. 
(b) (e -1 C L e, 6, e) is a coalgebra, where 6(e -2 c L e) = z e - 
C(l) L- e 0 e -1 cc*, - e for c E C, and p induces an isomorphism qf algebras 
eAe 2 (e -2 C-e)*. 
Proq? (a) kerp=(e-AC-e)-‘=(e-CnCLe)- 
= (e - C)’ -I- (C - e)’ = Af -t-j%. 
(b) A = (Af+fA) @ eAe, so by (a), p induces a linear isomorphism 
eAez (z-C-e)*. Thus, (e-C-e)* h as an induced algebra structure, 
and this is easily seen to be derived from 6. Q.E.D. 
For an ideal I of an algebra.4, let Rad(1) be the intersection of the 
macimal ideals of A containing I. 
Let C be a coalgebra over k. Then /2,3.5.3] implies the following: 
3.1. C, is reflexive if and on!v if Rad(1) is closed for ail cofinite ideals I 
qf c*. 
C is said to be almost connected if C, is finite- dimensional, and of finite 
type if C, is finite- dimensional. By [2,4.2.6], if C is almost connected, then 
C is reflexive if and only if C is of finite type. Now suppose e E C* is an 
idempotent. Then the e - C, - e’s give a filtration of r! - CL- e, so (e --I 
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C-e),ce-Co-e by [7,Proposition 11.1.11. Thus, e-C-e is 
almost connected if e - C, - e is finite dimensional. For example, if (C, a) 
is a pairing, and e = CXcs e,, where S is finite, then e - C L e is almost 
connected. We use Lemma 6 to prove: 
PROPOSI~ON 4. Let (C, 8) be a pairing, where C is a coalgebra over k. 
Suppose for any distinct simple subcoalgebras x, ,..., x, of C that e 2 C - e 
is reflexive, where e = e,, + . . . + e,,, . Then C is reflexive if and only if C, is 
reflexive. 
Proof Reflexivity is a hereditary property by [5,2.15], so C reflexive 
implies C, reflexive in any case. 
Suppose that C, is reflexive, and let 1~ C* be a cofinite ideal. Then 
J = Rad(1) is a closed cofinite ideal by 3.1. Write J- = x, @ ..a Ox, as a 
sum of simple subcoalgebras and set e = eX, + . .. + e,n. Then f= c: - e E J, 
since J is closed, so f2 = f means f E I. Thus, ker p = C*f + f C* G I where 
p: C*+ (e- C-e)M ’ is the restriction. Since ele is a cofinite ideal of eC*e, 
p(eIe) is a cofinite ideal of (e - C L e)*, hence closed since e - C L e is 
reflexive. Thus, I = p-‘(eIe) is closed since p is continuous (see, for example, 
[2, 1.2(e)]>. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose C is of 9?8’-j?nite type. Then C is reflexive if 
and only tf C, is reflexive. 
Proof. Let (C, 8) be any pairing. For distinct simple subcoalgebras 
x, ,..., x, of C, let e = e,, + . .. + eXn. Then e - C - e = Ci,j eXi - C - eX,i 
is a finite sum of finite-dimensional subspaces. Q.E.D. 
Let (P, <) be a locally finite partially ordered set. The incidence coalgebra 
C(P, <) of (P, <) over k is the vector space on the intervals of P with A and 
E defined by A(u, v)= Cusx.,: (u, x) @ (x, t:) and c((u, v)) = 6,., for an 
interval (u, a). C(P, <) is pointed and the (u, U)‘S are the grouplikes of 
C(P, <). For u E P, define e, E C(P, <)T by e,((& IV)) = 6c,,,,q(,,,.J. Then 
C(P, <). 8) is an object of (gpP) ’ G k, where 8 = {e,}, and it is easy to see that 
“C(P, <)” is zero or one dimensional for U, u E P. 
COROLLARY 3 (Marlowe). Let (P, <) be a locally j?nite partially 
ordered set. Then C(P, <) is reflexive if and only cf C(P, <), is reflexive. 
It should be noted that Marlowe proved Corollary 3 from a slightly more 
restricted version of Corollary 2 in the pointed case. 
Remark. C(P, <), can be identified with the grouplike coalgebra k[P]. 
By [5,3.2] we have that k[P] is reflexive if and only if the evaluation map 
P + Algk(kP, k) is bijective. This happens, for example, if ] PI < 1 kl . For a 
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discussion of when P = Alg,(P’, k) the reader is referred to Section 3.6 of 
P!. 
4. REFLEXIVITY AND THE CORADTCAL FH.,TRATION 
Let V be a vector space over k and, for IZ > 1) set V(n j = V @ .“. I@ V (n 
times). Make the natural identification V(n: $ n) = P’(m) 61 P’(n), and for 
n > 2, let h E k’(n) denote an element of the form h = XY;’ u(i) @ u(n - i) 
where u(i), t!(i) E V(i) for 1 < i< n - 1. 
4.1. Suppose that x,: . . . . x, E V are independem and u.!i ,...: a, E k\O, and 
suppose 
Then r,< (n-- l)/. 
ProoJ We prove 4.1 by induction on il. If n = 2, then C;=, aixi @ xi = 
xJY i u,~ ,$3 cIz where u,~, L’,~ E V: so the xi)s are in the span of the uj’s. This 
means r < 1. 
Assume n > 2 and 4.1 holds for n - 1. Let U g V be the span of the 
u( 1 )‘s. Then dim U < I, so we may choose fC V* such that .f( U) = (0) and j’” 
vanishes on at most I of the xi)s. NOW x;-i Uif(Xi)xi @ *.a @xi = 
cf_ ,J’@ I@,); so by the induction hypothesis ? --- ! < (n - 2) i, or 
r<(n- 1)f. Q.E.D. 
Let (G, V) be an object of (,9’S”), and S = (G). For a =x(, . .a. . x, E S, 
let d(a? V) denote the minimum of the dimensions of ““I”;,.... “~~-lyXP~. 
L,EMMA 7. Let (G, V) be an object of (,.i”‘.Y”), and suppose that 
7’ c S = (G) is complete. Let x E T and 4’ = k . xi c C(T)*. If the d(a, V),/ 
(1 a i - 1 )‘s .form an unbounded set, where a f T has the form a = x . . .I ~ 
X n .., . x (n > I)? then .H’ is not closed. 
Prooj: Let aEThave the form a=x.x,.....x,.,.x where n>i. 
and let I; be an +lVXf of minimal dimension. Identify Gr with a subspace of 
xj-lVxj for all j. Thus, we may assume U(n) c V’. Let V = Uz: and choose a 
basis x, ,...: x,,(~,~) for V. Choose a functional m, on V” which extends 
Cfzi”’ X; @ ‘me @Xi. 
Now choose m E .A which vanishes on x and .‘v”, and such that m =: m, 
on Yr for all a as described above. Suppose nr = Cj== ,jj fii E .A@, and let la 
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be as above. If Zzj =A gj is restricted to U(n), then for U, * ... . u,, E U(n) we 
have 
Zzj E V(n) has the form 21:; u(i) @ v(n - i), where u(i), v(i) E V(i) for 
1 < i < y1- 1. By 4.1, 12 d(u, v)/(/. I- 1); thus m 6$ .A’ by hypothesis. As 
-7 k . x A k . x = k . x + “V” by Proposition 3(b), m EM . Thus, .X2 is not 
closed. QED. 
In the following examples k will be an infinite field and G = { 1,2,3,...]. In 
the first two examples “vy will be a vector space of dimension xy. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let x = 1 and define a, =.Y . XI”) . . . . . xr’ . x, inductively, 
where x(:‘,..., xr’ are consecutive integers, by xi’) = 2 and xy+” = 
xp’ + (n + 1)2 for rz > 1. If T s S is the completion of the set of a,,‘~, then 
C(T), is of 5Yg-finite type for all n (hence reflexive), but C(7) is not 
reflexive by Lemmas 4 and 7. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let x = 1 and n > 2 be fixed. For k > 1 define 
a,, =x . xi”’ . . . . . xl:?, . x inductively, where .J$,..., xk/‘!, are consecutive 
integers, by x(1’) = 2 and XI”“’ = xi’!, + 1 for k > 1. If TS S is the 
completion of the set of uk’s, then C(T),,-, is of %“8-finite type (hence 
reflexive) but C(7) = C(T), is not reflexive by the reasons cited in 
Example 1. 
The hypothesis of Proposition 4 is not necessary in order that C be 
reflexive. 
EXAMPLE 3. For n> 1 let ‘V”=k.u, and “V’=k.v, be one- 
dimensional vector spaces, and set IV” = (0) otherwise. The subcoalgebra 
C g C(G, v) generated by the u, . z’,‘s has basis B consisting of 1, 2, 3,...: 
and the u,‘s, v,‘s and u, . v,‘s for n > 1. For E> 1: let e(Z)=e, + ... te,. 
Then e(Z) - C - e(Z) has a basis consisting of the i’s (1 < i < I), u,~‘s and 
~1;s (1 <j < I), and u, . z’,,‘s where 1 < n. Observe that U, . u,, = 
e(Z) - u, * v, - e(Z) E (e(Z) - C - e(Z)), for n > I, so the almost connected 
e(Z) - C - e(Z) is not of finite type, and hence not reflexive. 
To show that C is reflexive it suffices to show for I > 1 that ..M = (f) is a 
closed cotinite ideal, wheref= E - e(Z). For if Z c C” is a cofinite ideal, then 
Rad(I) is closed by 3.1 and the remark after Corollary 3. Thus, fE Rad(/) 
for some/as described above, soJ=f” E 1 for some n which means ..H C 1. 
Therefore, r is closed if ..d is closed and colinite. 
Let Z> 1 and set e = e(Z). By Lemma 4(a) we see that ..H- is the maximal 
subcoalgebra D of C contained in e - C -e. By Proposition 3(b) we see 
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that D has a basis consisting of the i’s (1 < i < l), and ui’s, u~‘s, r~,~. vi’s 
(I <.j < lj. Let a E D’ = .x. Then a = af $ ae = af +,fae + eae, so to show 
that a E .A we need only show that eae E .A?. Choose & & E C” such that 
a@, - u,J = a”(~,) h(v,) for n > 1. Then an easy calculation shows that 
&ifle = e@*fbe = cue. Thus, a E .H, so .A?= D- is a closed cofinite idea!, 
and the calculations for Example 3 are complete. 
Let (C, 8) be an object of cgP8jk, e 7: ex, -+ . . . -t eX, for some 
x, )...) x, E G(C), and suppose that C = C, for some IZ > 0. The !ast example 
suggests that the ideal ..A = (f) plays an important role in the question of 
the reflexivity of C, where f = E - e. More general!y: 
Pao~osrrroN 5. Let C = C, be a coalgebra ouer k and suppose (C, Zj”! is 
a pairing. Then the following are equivalent: 
(aj C is reflexice. 
(bj C, is reflexice, and for any idempotent e E C* such that e 2 C, is 
finite dimensional, H = (f) is a cofinite idempolent ideal, where f’== .L: -- e. 
(c) C, is rejlexiue, and if e = e*, . . . f e,” , where xI ,..., x, are 
simple subcoaigebras of C, then .M = (f) is a cojirdte idenzpotent ideai, 
where .f = E - e. 
Prooj: (a.) * (b): Reflexivity is hereditary, so C reflexive implies C,; 
reflexive. Let D = ~7~. Then f(D) = (0): so D,, = E - D, = e --l D, Y. 
J-1 D,, = e - D, is finite dimensional. Since C = C,, D = D, by [ 2? 2.3.7 1, 
so D finite dimensional by (2, 4.2.61. Therefore .A’ is a cofinite ideal. By 
Lemma 4, H* is closed, so f = f * E Hz means that J’ =. HZ. 
(bj 3 (c) is clear. 
(c) 3 (a): The argument of the second paragraph in Exampie 3 
generalizes in the obvious way to provide a proof for this implication. 
Q.E.D. 
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